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Journey to the West is one of the Chinese Noble Classics.In ancient China a magical monkey
appears, creating chaos everywhere he goes. The only way to put his tricks and talents to good
use is to make him protector of Xuanzang, a young and handsome monk determined to travel
from China to India in search of precious scriptures.Monkey and his fellow disciples, Piggy and
Sandy, have to protect Xuanzang from monsters and demons who think they can live forever just
by taking bites out of the monk.Can Xuanzang and his loyal disciples reach India safely and find
what they seek? Do they have enough confidence and courage to conquer the demons, both
those lurking around them and those within their own hearts?Full of humour and adventure,
Journey to the West is a story of self-discovery and the pursuit of excellence. Written by Chinese
scholar Wu Cheng’en more than four hundred years ago, it reflects everyone’s pilgrimage toward
truth, peace, and beauty.If you enjoy this, you can find three other Real Reads Chinese Classics:
Dream of the Red Chamber, The Water Margin, and The Three Kingdoms.





Marjorie W., “Great for teaching purposes for 1st through 3rd graders. Long ago I saw on TV a
Chinese series on this story, without subtitles, so I was looking for an English version to read.
This gave me the basic story line, but is definately for beginning readers. Has a shortened story
line with a play version included and a vocabulary section for the meanings of the words. Great
for teaching purposes for 1st through 3rd graders.”

The Monk, “Excellent story. I became interested in this book after watching Forbidden Kingdom.
The story of the Monkey King is thoughtful and entertaining. The Kindle edition was a no brainer
at 99 cents. The translation is fantastic and it reads like it was written with English being its
original language. Highly recommend to anyone interested in the Monkey King, and/or Asian
history.”

guojie417, “The quality of the book is very good, the content translation is very good. The quality
of the book is very good, the content translation is very good, and the mailing is very smooth.”

Donald, “Received as stated.. Enjoyed.”

Stefan H. Fisher, “Amazing adventure, comedy and enlightenment. Journey to the West has truly
stood the test of time. A fun read hundreds of years after it was written.”

Sunny, “Good length to start. My 8 year old said it was very interesting! You can get Audible to
read it.”

Chris, “Love this book thank you. Love this book so much, I bought it for my children as I
absolutely love everything journey to the west since growing up loving the TV show monkey. The
pictures are great and the story well put together. Love this thank you”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 41 people have provided feedback.
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